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Abstract 

This research presents a comprehensive framework for building customized chatbots 

empowered by large language models (LLMs) to summarize documents and answer user 

questions. Leveraging technologies such as OpenAI, LangChain, and Streamlit, the framework 

enables users to combat information overload by efficiently extracting insights from lengthy 

documents. This study discussed the framework's architecture, implementation, and practical 

applications, emphasizing its role in enhancing productivity and facilitating information 

retrieval. Through a step-by-step guide, this research has demonstrated how developers can 

utilize the framework to create end-to-end document summarization and question-answering 

applications. 
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 Introduction 

In an era typified by the exponential growth of digital information, the capacity to 

rapidly extract important insights from huge amounts of text has become paramount. Chatbots, 

developed using artificial intelligence (AI) and natural language processing (NLP) technology, 

have emerged as adaptable solutions capable of tackling this difficulty. With applications 

ranging from customer service to educational help, chatbots offer various paths for automating 

tasks such as document summarizing, and question answering, hence boosting productivity and 

knowledge retrieval [1]. 

Large language models (LLMs) represent the main element of recent breakthroughs in 

NLP, as they transform the way machines interpret and generate human-like text. These 

models, trained on vast datasets, demonstrate exceptional capabilities in comprehending and 

creating natural language, making them perfect candidates for powering specialized chatbots 

to document summarization and question-answering tasks [2]. The value of LLMs in NLP tasks 

cannot be emphasized since they enable chatbots to analyze and synthesize complicated textual 

information with unparalleled accuracy and efficiency [3]. The rationale for designing 

customized chatbots for document summarizing and question-answering originates from the 

inherent challenges caused by information overload. As the volume of digital information 

continues to rise dramatically, individuals and organizations are flooded with massive amounts 

of textual data, making it increasingly difficult to extract meaningful insights promptly. 

Customized chatbots equipped with document summarizing and question-answering 

capabilities offer a solution to this difficulty, enabling users to effectively explore and derive 

meaningful insights from vast quantities of text [4]. 

OpenAI's GPT models, in particular, have gained notable attention in the field of NLP 

because of their capacity to provide logical and contextually relevant text. Exclusively pre-

trained on vast amounts of text data, these models stand as the backbone of this platform , 

providing the core language understanding capabilities necessary for document summarizing, 

and question-answering activities [5].On the other hand, LangChain enhances the capabilities 
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of OpenAI's GPT models by offering a framework for performing linguistic processing tasks 

efficiently. With its modular architecture and wide support for diverse NLP activities, 

LangChain supports the integration of language models into chatbot applications effortlessly 

[6]. Streamlit serves as the user interface foundation for our proposed framework, enabling 

developers to design intuitive and interactive interfaces for chatbots. With its simplicity and 

versatility, Streamlit has improved the creation and deployment of chatbot apps, allowing users 

to interact seamlessly with the system [7]. 

In this research, a comprehensive architecture for constructing customized chatbots 

empowered by LLMs to handle the aforementioned difficulties has been presented. Leveraging 

state-of-the-art technologies such as OpenAI's GPT (Generative Pretrained Transformer) 

models, LangChain, and Streamlit, this framework offers a versatile solution for developers 

and researchers seeking to harness the power of LLMs for document summarization and 

question-answering tasks. By integrating these frameworks, this technique supports the 

seamless construction and deployment of chatbots capable of parsing, summarizing, and 

answering queries based on textual input. 

 Background Study 

In this research review, the progress of NLP technology and the essential role of LLMs 

in redefining the capabilities of chatbots has been examined along with the importance of 

personalized chatbots that can summarise documents and answer questions to address the 

difficulties caused by an excessive amount of information. The article [1] utilized extractive 

summarizers to refine the main components of research papers, aiming to address information 

overload in the scientific literature. Through experiments, they found that enhancements 

considering the text's sophisticated structure improved summarization, especially for languages 

lacking refined NLP tools. This approach helped overcome challenges in extracting relevant 

insights from vast amounts of scientific text, emphasizing the need for deep text understanding 

for high-quality summaries. [2] explored conversational interfaces, specifically chatbots, in the 

context of AI ethics. The study explored the differences between scenario-based and large 

language model (LLM)-based chatbots in generating recommendations and discussed the 

ethical implications of LLM-based recommendations. By comparing their characteristics and 

limitations, the study highlighted concerns such as transparency, fairness, privacy, and 
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accountability. This study concluded by stressing the importance of ethical considerations in 

developing and evaluating conversational AI systems, urging further research and industry 

efforts to implement ethical practices. 

The researcher [3] employed machine learning to develop an evolving connectionist 

text summarizer, aiming to address challenges in automatic text summarization. By 

acknowledging the dynamic nature of linguistic attributes, the authors found that adaptive 

structures in connectionist architectures enhanced summarization effectiveness. This approach 

overcame limitations in modeling evolving systems, emphasizing the importance of language-

independent strategies for accurate text summarization. 

The rapid evolution of automatic text summarization technology in response to the 

exponential growth of online content has been investigated in [4]. It emphasized the importance 

of these summarizers in efficiently managing vast amounts of information by condensing it 

into concise yet comprehensive summaries while preserving the original meaning. This study 

explored both extractive and abstractive text summarization methods, highlighting the role of 

natural language processing (NLP) techniques and modern approaches such as Google's 

PEGASUS model. A detailed analysis of the proposed PEGASUS method was presented, and 

its architecture and sequence-to-sequence learning approach  

Re discussed. The results showcased the model's ability to generate accurate and 

human-like summaries across various dimensions. The paper concludes by emphasizing the 

significance of automatic text summarization tools in meeting the increasing demand for 

accessible and user-friendly solutions, especially in the mobile domain, and proposes future 

directions for their development to cater to a wider audience. The authors of [8] developed a 

content generation tool utilizing the OpenAI language model, specifically GPT-3, as an API to 

streamline content creation for businesses and individuals. Powered by advanced machine 

learning algorithms, including a recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture, the tool aimed 

to efficiently produce high-quality content across various platforms. With a user-friendly 

dashboard, it offered a range of features, such as Facebook ads, LinkedIn posts, Amazon 

product descriptions, and blogs. Addressing the challenges of limited writing skills and time 

constraints, the tool emphasized its efficacy in simplifying content creation across multiple 

platforms, highlighting its value in assisting users with diverse content generation needs. 
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The study of [9] introduced LangChain, a query system utilizing LLMs for efficient 

information retrieval from PDF documents. By employing natural language processing 

algorithms and Streamlit, the authors found that LangChain streamlined the querying process 

and enhanced information retrieval. This approach overcame challenges in extracting relevant 

information from PDFs, offering a valuable tool for efficient data access. The authors of [10] 

explored a new approach to text summarization models by considering large language models 

(LLMs) like GPT-3.5 as reference or gold-standard oracles. They investigated the implications 

of using LLMs as references for model training and evaluation practices. The research 

investigated two LLM-based methods for evaluating summary quality, namely GPTScore and 

GPTRank, in conjunction with contrastive learning training techniques leveraging LLM-

guided signals. Experiments conducted on CNN/DailyMail and XSum datasets demonstrated 

that smaller summarization models could attain comparable performance to LLMs when 

evaluated using LLM-based criteria. 

Nonetheless, human evaluation revealed a disparity, suggesting that despite 

enhancements from the proposed training methods, smaller models have not yet reached the 

performance level of LLMs. The research highlighted the risks as well as the benefits of the 

LLM-as-reference setting, emphasizing the importance of further examination and 

improvement. It contributed by demonstrating empirical improvements in smaller models 

trained with LLM references and contrastive learning, while also revealing limitations in LLM-

based training and evaluation methods.  

In their study outlined in reference [6], researchers explored the utilization of LLMs for 

rapid application development, centering on LangChain, an accessible open-source software 

library.Highlighting LLMs like OpenAI's ChatGPT, renowned for tasks such as essay writing 

and code generation, the research underscored LangChain's modular structure. By showcasing 

practical examples across autonomous agents, chatbots, and document-based question 

answering, the study illuminated LangChain's prowess in accelerating application 

development. It emphasized the revolutionary impact of LLMs in the AI landscape and 

positioned LangChain as a pivotal tool in streamlining the development process, fostering 

ongoing exploration and innovation in the domain. The research of [11] investigated the 

problem-solving capabilities of  LLMs like LaMDA, OPT, and GPT-3 in math word problems. 

Using the SVAMP dataset, GPT-3's “davinci-002” model showed robust performance on both 
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symbolic and numeric problems, with a two-step approach improving accuracy in the 

numerical test set. Specific prompting techniques enhanced the model's ability to explain its 

thought process and solve complex problems. The study suggested that large LLMs can 

effectively solve symbolic math problems but highlights room for improvement.  

Researchers of [12]  by integrating an external knowledge management module aimed 

to enhance the Large Language Models (LLMs) like ChatGPT, enabling access to data from 

vector databases and the Internet. Focused on raising awareness about blockchain technology 

in Kazakhstan, a chatbot prototype was developed using the double diamond design process, 

incorporating frontend and backend layers with components like Prompt Templates, Chains, 

Memory, Models, and Agents. Python and OpenAI's GPT-3.5 were chosen for their versatility 

in natural language processing. Semantic and web search integration improved the chatbot's 

ability to provide real-time, accurate information. The study concluded that the developed 

chatbot system holds promise in improving citizen awareness, with future research aiming to 

adapt the architecture for the Kazakh language.   

In the paper [13], they have introduced an approach for abstractive text summarization 

applying deep learning, aiming for precise and coherent summaries without redundancy. It 

employed an Encoder-decoder architecture with Bi-LSTM and attention mechanisms to reduce 

repetition as well as to enhance the contextual phrase generation. The model focused on multi-

sentence summarization using the Double Attention Pointer Network and employed data 

processing methods such as cleansing, padding, and tokenizing. The proposed model, utilizing 

T5 for conditional generation and evaluated using ROUGE scores, shows competitive 

performance compared to the SASSBOOK TOOL with Daily Mail dataset and CNN , 

achieving a ROUGE score of 71%. The paper concluded that the proposed algorithm yields 

promising outcomes, outperforming existing methods in terms of semantic and syntactic 

structure, and suggests future work to enhance the system by including the paraphrasing 

method that has a abstractive summarizer.  

Article [14] presented extractive text summarization as a solution to data overload 

across various domains. It investigated the use of Elmo embedding for generating summaries 

efficiently. Preprocessing involved text splitting, punctuation removal, tokenizing, stop word 

removal, and lemmatizing. Elmo embedding converted text into vectors, capturing context-
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dependent aspects. Sentences were scored using cosine similarity, and the top five formed the 

summary. Elmo embedding facilitated accurate summary generation. Future work includes 

improving summarization for multiple documents and enhancing speed and accuracy.  

[15] The proposal suggests integrating LLMs, including GPT-based technologies, into 

multiagent systems (MASs) to improve the communication and decision-making capabilities. 

A novel agent architecture, that is based on the MAPE-K model, has been devised to enhance 

conversational features, reasoning, and decision-making abilities. Through a marketplace 

scenario, integration showcased the potential to revolutionize agent interactions and problem-

solving capabilities within MASs. Challenges such as computational overhead and 

interpretability of decisions were acknowledged for future improvement. [16] created a web 

application that aimed to create concise summaries of YouTube video transcripts using NLP 

techniques and the Flask framework to overcome challenges in accessing video content 

efficiently. By providing features such as translation and text-to-speech, the authors found that 

the summarizer improved user accessibility to video content, overcoming challenges in 

understanding lengthy videos. 

In reference [17], an innovative system has been introduced to address limitations in 

current technologies for building large-scale model applications. This system integrates the 

LangChain framework, enabling seamless connectivity between AI models like ChatGLM-6B 

and local data sources. Additionally, the system incorporated the Rasa framework, which 

enhanced the ability to perform tasks such as intent classification and entity recognition. By 

leveraging these frameworks, the system improved text generation efficiency, enabling more 

effective applications in various contexts, such as cloud network monitoring and scheduling 

systems. 

From the literature review, it is evident that the integration of AI and NLP technologies, 

particularly through large language models (LLMs), offers promising solutions for addressing 

information overload. Chatbots powered by these technologies excel in tasks such as document 

summarization and question answering, demonstrating their efficiency in managing vast 

amounts of digital information across various domains. 
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 Framework Architecture 

OpenAI is a research organization dedicated to advancing artificial intelligence 

technologies for the betterment of society that conducts research across diverse domains in AI, 

including NLP,  robotics, reinforcement learning, and beyond. A primary objective is to create 

AI systems capable of executing a diverse array of tasks with human-like intelligence. They've 

engineered AI systems capable of significant projects, including the creation of large-scale 

language models like the GPT (Generative Pre-Trained Transformer) series, which can 

generate text resembling human language based on input data. These models have applications 

in natural language comprehension, text generation, translation, etc. The framework of the 

system is to develop a web application that summarizes the pdf using the Streamlit, Langchain, 

and OpenAI APIs in which the architecture of the model can be seen in figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Architecture of the Model 

Initially, the PDF document is uploaded into the system, followed by the importation 

of the PdfReader class from the PyPDF2 module. This Python library facilitates working with 

PDF files, allowing tasks like reading, manipulation, and text extraction from PDF documents.  

The whole document will be split into chunks, creating an embedding from each chunk, 

and all the chunks will be stored in the vector database. In the context of data processing, a 

chunk is the segment of the data that has been divided from a larger dataset. It is often employed 

to break down into more manageable units for processing, analysis, or storage. Embeddings 

are quantitative representations of data that encapsulate its semantic meaning. In natural 
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language processing (NLP), word embeddings are frequently employed to depict words as 

vectors within a high-dimensional space. This representation arranges words with akin 

meanings closer together in the vector space. These embeddings can be generated through 

diverse techniques, including Word2Vec, GloVe, or deep learning models like transformers. 

In this paper, we utilized the OpenAI embeddings class from the LangChain embeddings. 

OpenAI module. It is a part of the LangChain  package and provides embeddings based on 

OpenAI’s language models for text data. A vector store, also known as a knowledge base, is a 

repository where embeddings or vectors representing data are stored. The embeddings 

generated from the extracted data are stored in a vector store, which acts as a repository of 

knowledge that the system can reference during the search process. This vector store facilitates 

semantic search and retrieval of relevant information based on user queries. 

When the user asks a question i.e prompt, it performs a semantic search in the vector 

store and searches for the chunks to find the ranked results. Based on the large language model, 

the OpenAI API has been integrated at the backend, which answers the user. If the user is 

satisfied with the answer, they can use it; if not, the user will ask with a more detailed 

customized prompt and wait for the specific answer. The figure 2 defines the proposed system 

block diagram. 

 

Figure 2. Proposed Block Diagram 

The OpenAI API serves as a gateway to cutting-edge language processing capabilities, 

enabling access to advanced LLMs such as GPT-3, GPT-3.5, and GPT-4. These models excel 

in generating high-quality text across various styles and tones, simplifying tasks such as content 
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creation, summarization, and script generation. LangChain, an open-source library, 

complements the OpenAI API by seamlessly integrating with other natural language 

processing (NLP) tools, facilitating the creation of robust pipelines for tasks such as data 

cleaning and summarization. Streamlit further enhances this ecosystem by simplifying the 

development of interactive web applications, allowing users to present outputs generated by 

OpenAI and LangChain with minimal coding requirements. Together, these tools empower 

users to leverage advanced language processing capabilities, streamline workflows, and 

efficiently create professional-looking applications. 

 Results and Implementation 

The open AI API secret key was created from the OpenAI website and saved in an 

environment that needs to be treated like the password and avoid sharing it publicly. Once the 

secret key has been created (shown in Figure 3), it can be used for accessing the OpenAI API 

and integrate it into our application, projects, and research. 

 
 

Figure 3. Creating the OpenAI API Key 

The web application was designed using Streamlit, which is a promising open-source 

Python library that enables developers to build interfaces most easily. It simplifies the process 

of creating interactive and customizable web-based user interfaces (UIs) directly from Python 

scripts without needing knowledge of web development languages such as HTML, CSS, or 

JavaScript. Users can create interactive components such as sliders, buttons, text inputs, and 

data visualizations with only a few lines of code [18]. 
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Figure 4. Interface of the Application 

Figure 4 shows the interface of our web application, where the information has been 

kept on the left side of the web and the ask about your pdf has been the main target where it 

takes pdf files. This whole system has been integrated with Streamlit, long-chain, and OpenAI 

large language models. When people are trying to save time and quickly want to receive a 

response from that pdf, they can simply ask the chatbot any questions, and answers can be 

obtained by searching in the pdf. 

 
 

Figure 5. Uploading the pdf 

Initially, the script verifies whether a PDF file has been uploaded (i.e., checks if the 

variable ‘pdf’ is None). Upon confirmation of an uploaded PDF file, it instantiates a PdfReader 

object to access the contents of the PDF (shown in figure 5). It iterates through  PDF document 

to retrieve the text from each page. Finally, it concatenates the extracted text from all pages 

into a unified string variable. 
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Figure 6. Q/A Chatbot for Question-Answering 

 

Once the PDF is uploaded, the question-answering chatbot is initialized and a question 

from the user about the PDF is asked (as shown in figure 6). 

The prompt given by the user is: 

Prompt 1 

From the given pdf file 

'Self-Adaptive_Large_Language_Model_LLM-Based_Multiagent_Systems', please 

summarize the pdf in approximately 200 words including all the details that have been 

discussed in the paper (shown in figure 7). 

Results 

This paper presents a novel method for overseeing multiagent systems (MASs) within 

autonomic computing. This method entails incorporating large language models (LLMs), 

particularly GPT-based technologies, into MASs to enhance communication and the 

adaptability of agents. Additionally, this paper introduces a fresh architecture for LLM/GPT-

based agents founded in the MAPE-K model, fostering system adaptability within dynamic 

environments. To assess this approach, a simplified marketplace scenario served as a testbed, 

where autonomous agents utilized embedded LLMs to make decisions and exhibit self-

adaptation. The future work will include establishing individual OpenAI accounts for each 
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agent and investigating alternative application scenarios. overall, this paper proposes for a 

paradigm shift in MAS self-adaptation and indicates further research prospects to evaluate the 

viability of LLMs in increasingly intricate MAS scenarios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Responses Generated by the Model 

Prompt 2: What is the Self-adaptive Large Language Model? 

Result: A self-adaptive large language model (LLM) is a type of technology that is integrated 

into multiagent systems (MASs) to enhance communication and adaptability. It uses cutting-

edge large language models, such as GPT-4, to enable agents to adapt to complex tasks and 

react intelligently to changing situations. This technology is based on the MAPE-K model, 

which is known for its ability to support system adaptations in response to dynamic 

environments (shown in figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Results for Prompt 2 

The original paper described a self-adaptive LLM-based multiagent system [15] in 

which researchers proposed the development of a novel LLM/GPT-based agent architecture 

along with the reasoning and decision-making capacities of these models. 

Our experimental evaluation involved diverse documents covering various domains, 

where this system demonstrated significant effectiveness on pdf summary. This system 

efficiently got the key information from documents into concise summaries, surpassing 

traditional methods. The question-answering chatbot exhibited rapid responses within a few 

seconds per query with great user satisfaction. It first fetches documents from a retriever and 

subsequently employs a question-answering chain to respond to queries based on the retrieved 

documents. Specifically, this system utilized the ‘stuff’ document chain type, wherein a list of 

documents is incorporated into a prompt, which is then processed by a Large Language Model 

(LLM). Semantic search enhances search engine capabilities by understanding the intent and 

context of search queries, leading to more accurate and relevant search results.  

 Limitations and Discussions 

The framework has some limitations where it relies on pre-trained language models, 

like OpenAI’s GPT models, which may not always understand specialized topics well or 

summarize complex documents accurately. While these models excel in generating human-like 

text, their summarization performance can be hindered by documents outside their training data 
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scope. Additionally, dependence on cloud-based APIs like OpenAI raises concerns regarding 

data privacy, security, and long-term service availability. Hence, careful consideration and 

potential fine-tuning are essential to ensure the chatbot’s robustness and reliability, particularly 

in diverse and specialized domains. 

 Conclusion and Future Recommendations 

In conclusion, this research concludes with an in-depth approach to developing 

personalized chatbots derived from large language models (LLMs), emphasizing question 

response and document summarization by integrating technologies such as Streamlit, 

LangChain, and OpenAI, the framework effectively addresses the issue of information 

overload by facilitating the extraction of insights from documents. This research shows how 

developers can use the framework to build end-to-end applications for question-answering and 

document summarization by offering a step-by-step tutorial. The integration of OpenAI’s 

advanced language models, LangChain’s efficient NLP processing, and Streamlit’s user-

friendly interface design offer a versatile solution for researchers and developers seeking to 

harness the power of LLMs for text-based tasks.  

Future recommendations include fine-tuning the model, integrating adaptive generative 

AI models, and expanding the capabilities of customized chatbots with a wider range of 

features. This framework has the potential to revolutionize the way users interact with and 

derive insights from textual data, enhancing productivity and facilitating knowledge retrieval 

across various domains. 
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